
Punch Track Parx - A Complete Solution for Smart Parking



Punch Track Parx

Integrate Parking, Access, Security & Revenue Control

for Small, Medium and Large Installations



Main Features of Parking Software

Security 

Special Features

Reports

Internet Accessibility



Security

Role based accessibility

Encrypted password management

User rights management

User based interface view



Special Features

Quicker access during peak hours

Automated identification of registered vehicles

Robust and efficient ticket dispensing mechanism

prevent attempts of staff theft or leakage from the system

Shift management

Supporting several types of passes/cards

Automatic Number Plate Recognition System



Special Features

Barcode scanner/ Smartcard reader/RFID Tags reader

Configurable lane

Configurable look and feel

Offline Work capability

Online reports

Auto parking slot availability status

Biometric Enabled (For login to the system)



Internet Accessibility

Reports can be viewed through Web Interface using internet from any

Geographic Location.



Ticket Dispenser based and Manual Punch Track Parx



Pay In

∞ Customer pays before entering

∞ Cashier collects the money at entry lane.

∞ Customer will be given Receipt with barcode.

∞ Barrier opens after processing. 

Pay Out

∞ Customer pays before leaving

∞ Cashier collects the money at exit lane.

∞ Customer returns ticket to cashier to process.

∞ Barrier opens after processing. 



Flat Rate

Fixed rate for a fixed interval of time.

Variable Rate

Charge based on precise time spent within parking area.



Supports three types of Payment 

Cash Payment

Smart Card

RFID Tags



Daily pass (Paper slip)

Monthly pass (Smart card/RFID Tag)

Customized pass (Smart card/RFID Tag)

Exempted pass (Paper slip)

Supports Four Types of Passes 



On Entry Lane (Manual)

Ticket are issued at entry lane or Smart Card is swiped.

Barrier Gate is opened after ticket is issued or after validating the pass.

Entry information is printed on the ticket.

Intercom for customer support

LED display for Parking Availability

Vehicle image is captured.



Automatic Ticket Dispensing Machine

An automated fee collection and ticket dispensing machine 

includes printers to produce receipts or passes for services or 

activities. These receipts and passes may be printed for each 

specific user, and may feature a machine-readable bar code. 

The device is provided with networking means, to allow 

central control and monitoring of the device.



System Architecture and Configuration



Process Flow - Entry Lane

User Enters 
the Lane

Presence 
Loop is 

activated
IF

Push button 
and take 

ticket

User touches 
Smart Card

Validate User 
Account from 

Local 
Database

Traffic light = Green

Barrier = Up

Vehicle 
proceeds to 

the Exit 
Loop

Traffic Light 
= Red

Vehicle 
crosses over 
the Exit Loop

Barrier = down



Exit Lane

When the vehicle reaches to the exit lane, the fee collector takes 
the slip and scans the bar code printed slip.

The calculated fee is displayed on the operator’s monitor and LED 
fare display.

Fee collector also verifies the current image of the vehicle with the 
image taken at entry time.

Fee can be charged in the mode of Cash or smart card

When the process is completed successfully Barrier Gate gets 
opened



Fee Collector Screen at Exit Lane



User Moves 
towards 
Exit Lane

Process Flow - Payment

User Handover 
the bar code 

ticket to 
Operator 

Operator scans 
the ticket with 
barcode reader

Application will 
display the 

amount to be 
charged according 

to time span

User pays 
with cash

User Shows 
Smart card to 

the reader

Operator 
returns the 

balance

If Card is 
valid



RFID Based Punch Track Parx



Operating a managed, busy parking lot can pose significant challenges; especially

where there are limited parking slots available. Apartments/Residential complexes

are normally providing parking facility only to owner’s vehicle and the visitor’s

vehicle should be parked outside or corporate are providing parking only to their

employees.

The common pain area in Apartment/corporate parking area is to identify the

owner’s vehicle.

Security person at the gate need to manually identify the owner/employee and the

vehicle. If identified, the gate will be manually opened for parking the vehicle

inside the apartment/office premises. This manual identification is a time

consuming process and at times can cause misidentification. Security person has

to remember the vehicle registrations numbers also.

Introduction



The common scenarios at the gates 

gates are open which leads to entry of all kind of vehicles inside the premises.

Security guards are ineffective to allow selective vehicles inside the premises due to lack of 
proper identification system

The system of opening the gate is manual and dependent on the availability of the guard
Intercom for customer support

Tailgating: One vehicle follows the other vehicle without proper identification.

Smart card offers very low read range. 

The proposed solution can definitely address and rectify the 

above mentioned pain areas.



Proposed Intelligent Gate system consists of RFID based cards and long range RFID

readers with a read range of at least 5 to 7 meters. RFID Tags will be fixed on the

vehicle windshield which will be encoded with the vehicle identity. This will work as a

wireless name plate and will transfer the vehicle identity to the long range reader

installed at the gate. Reader will transfer the identity to the application software and

instructs the boom barrier/gate to open or close accordingly. In case the vehicle is

unauthorized, a light or audible alarm can be generated.

Proposed Solution

Each authorized vehicles will be

provided with a RFID card encoded

with the vehicle identity. This will

be fixed on the windshield of the

vehicle.

Vehicle Tagging



Long range RFID reader installed 

at the gate reads encoded data 

on card and passes to the 

application software. 

Identity of the vehicle will

be verified and open signal 

will be send to the boom 

barrier

Vehicle Identification

On receiving the signal, gate 

will be opened to allow the 

authorized vehicle to pass. It 

closes automatically when the 

vehicle passes the gate.

Automatic Boom barrier 

Operation

Application software can 

generate different kind of 

MIS reports to analyze the 

movement of vehicles
MIS Reports



Thank You

www.dinicx.com


